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Book. In 1908, Pop Ernest Doelter was crowned the Abalone King. In the kitchen of his Alvarado
Street restaurant in Monterey, California, Pop transformed rubbery gastropods into an epicurean
delight. Working with red abalone collected by Monterey s community of Japanese divers, Pop
dipped the foot in egg wash, added a secret ingredient, rolled it in cracker crumbs and cooked it
quickly in olive oil. Tourists and celebrities alike sat down at Pop s table to enjoy his famous recipe,
and eventually, he shipped steaks on ice to hotels and restaurants throughout the state. Pull up a
chair as historian Tim Thomas recounts the story of an innovative restaurateur and a group of
pioneering fishermen who turned underappreciated mollusks into the talk of the 1915 San Francisco
World s Fair.
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Reviews
It becomes an remarkable publication that I have possibly go through. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just
delighted to inform you that this is basically the best ebook we have study inside my individual existence and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DVM
This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading through but extremely exciting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I am pleased to explain how here is the finest book i actually have read inside my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Mr s. Ellie Yost II
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